Oil / Water separator
HydroSep® C-90
6 m3 - 6 l/s

Owner’s Manual

Dear Client,
By purchasing an HydroSep® C-90 Oil / Water Separator, you have shown your interest
in protecting the environment and in particular, preserving water quality, the world’s and
Australia’s most valuable asset.
We thank you for choosing a HydroSep® C-90 unit designed by Eloy Water and sincerely
appreciate your trust in our products.
Manufactured in our workshops using a specially designed concrete, our HydroSep® C90 6 m3 - 6 l/s is more resistant than other similar concrete products available on the
market.
Eloy Water guarantees that provided that the HydroSep® C-90 6 m3 - 6 l/s is installed
and use in compliance with the instructions given in this Manual, that it shall meet the
requirements specified in the relevant Australian / New Zealand Standards in effect and
especially the EN / BS 858-1 for Class 1 separator.
For an optimum, economical and sustainable use of your unit, please take time to read
this document.
To contact us:
Eloy Water
Zoning de Damré
Rue des Spinettes 7
4140 Sprimont
Belgique
info@eloywater.com
www.eloywater.com

For any question regarding the Maintenance of your product:
support@eloywater.com

HydroSep® C-90 6 m3 - 6 l/s
Unit delivered complete
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A.

Overview of the HydroSep® C-90 6 m3 - 6 l/s

A.1 Water Characteristics
No water stream polluted or likely to be polluted by hydrocarbons, such as storm
waters from service stations, fuel dispensing areas, car parks, garages, etc., can
be discharged to the receiving environment. It must be treated prior to be
discharged in a public stormwater system.
The whole HydroSep® range has been designed to meet "class 1" oil/water
separator requirements:


The HydroSep® C-90 is a low-density liquid oil / water separator which
includes a sludge separator and an automatic float control valve.



All of Eloy Water's models fulfill Coalescing Separator Test Method
Class I. This implies that the residual content of oil in the discharged
water is less than 5 mg/litre.



According to the latest British and European standards BS EN-858.1 &
EN-858.2.
It shall be understood that:
 This Standard applies to separator systems for light liquids,
where light liquids are separated from wastewater by means of
gravity and/or coalescence.
 This standard does not apply to the treatment of stable
emulsions, solutions of light liquids and water, grease and oils
of vegetable and animal origin.

In accordance with British and European Standard BS EN 858-1 and BS EN 8582, these oil/water separators can be use for one or several of the effluents
described in the following table:
Categories

Types of contaminated spillages

A

Hydrocarbon contaminated industrial wastewater:
 From washing vehicles
 From covered fuel distribution depots
 From mechanical workshops (car & motorcycle)

B

Hydrocarbon contaminated run-off water from sealed
surfaces:
 Uncovered car parks
 From uncovered fuel distribution depots

C

For recovering low-density liquid spillages and to protect
the surrounding area (service-stations)
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A.2 Plant Performance
Eloy Water guarantees that an Hydrosep® C-90 unit - normally installed and
serviced - will comply the requirements specified in article 4 of Standard BS EN
858-1, i.e. that water treated by Hydrosep® shall contain less than 5 mg of
hydrocarbon per litre.

B.

General Layout - Diagram

THE Hydrosep® C-90 is a low-density liquid Oil / Water separator which includes
a sludge separator and an automatic float control valve
B.1 Process Description
The Hydrosep® C-90 will be fitted into 3 compartments.

Picture B.1 - HydroSep® C-90
First compartment:

The first compartment is a sludge separator

The polluted effluent flows into the first compartment known as the « sludge
separator » through a pipe fitted to a baffle. In this compartment sludge and solids
are separated out and the sediments report to the bottom of the sludge separator.
The wastewater is thus separated from its heavier particles.
Second compartment:
coalescer.

The second compartment is referred to as the

Solid liquid separation being achieved, the water then circulates through a
coalescer, constituted from several extruded honeycomb shape plastic blocks.
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This coalescer separates the oil fraction and stores it as a floating layer in the
compartment designed for this purpose.
Separating the water and the light oil fraction (hydrocarbons such as oils, petrol,
diesel, etc., of a density of ≤ 0,95 g/cm3) is entirely achieved by gravity.
Third compartment:
closure device.

The third tank is an oil storage and valve

Lastly, the water free of its oil content is discharged through a gravity flow piping
system. The piping system is fitted with an automatic float control valve.
This calibrated float control valve automatically shuts the water pipe outlet when
the maximum oil holding capacity is reached.
B.2

General Layout

Picture B.2 - Cross-Section of HydroSep® C-90
With:

A=
B=
C=
D=
E=

Inlet Pipe
Mud separator
Baffle
Coalescer
Outlet Pipe
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B.3

Dimensions / Volumes / Weights
6 m3 - 6 l/s

Model
Tank materials:

Concrete

Total Volume:

L

6,000

Net capacity:

L

4,850

Mud separator volume:

L

1,840

Hydrocarbon holding capacity:

L

2,040

Height (mm)

1,830

Width (mm)

1,296

Length (mm)

2,113

Height (mm)

2,250

Width (mm)

1,580

Length (mm)

2,380

Ø Inlet/Outlet:

mm

160

Height Inlet:

mm

1,980

Height Outlet:

mm

1,910

Inside dimensions:

Outside dimensions:

Number of manholes:

C.

2

Diam. Manholes:

mm

600 x 600

Weights:

kg

3,450

Product Components: Design, Construction & Material
C.1

Concrete Shell
C.1.1 General Description

The HydroSep® C-90 6 m3 - 6 l/s, is manufactured according to an exclusive design
and to the high quality concrete specification C70/80 S5 D14 CEM I/52,5 R with
the addition of metal fibres.
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Picture C.1.1 - Production of an HydroSep® C-90
C.1.2 Manholes & Access
The Unit is fitted with two 600 mm diameter openings to easily access all the
components fitted inside the HydroSep® C-90.

Picture C.1.2.1 - HydroSep® C-90 with manholes
Suitable polyethylene cover risers complete the installation. The standard covers
have been designed to withstand the weight of pedestrian traffic.

Picture C.1.2.2 - Cover Risers
Covers suitable to withstand heavier loads and vehicle traffic can also be supplied
if required
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C.2

Baffle

The internal baffle is made from Aluminium grade alloy 5754, with an excellent
resistance to corrosion.
C.3

Floating Valve

The Hydrosep® C-90 is fitted with an automatic floating valve, also made from
aluminium grade alloy 5754, which closes when actuated due to the rising
accumulation of the separated hydrocarbons in the compartment.

Picture C.3 - Floating Valve
It is designed to handle low-density liquids having a density of 0.95 g/cm³
C.4

Coalescer

The coalescer used in the smaller 3l/s and 6l/s Hydrosep® C-90 models is made
from Oxybee®, a honeycomb shaped lightweight and resistant plastic material
(PP, PE).

Picture C.4 - Coalescer
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Its high specific surface area (200m2/m3) enables to separate out the smallest oil
droplets from the contaminated water stream. The Oxybee® are age resistant and
never need to be replaced.
C.5

Pipe Connections

Pipe connections are carried using PVC sewer pipe. The inlet and outlet pipes are
fitted using NBR rubber pipe seals.
C.6

By-pass (as an option)

An Oil / Water separator fitted with a by-pass can process very high throughputs,
up to 5 times it rated capacity.

Picture C.6 - Bypass
For information: PVC pipes are excluded from bypass option (supply: only the flow
restrictor and the downstream chamber).
A flow nozzle in the inspection chamber upstream to the separator allows to only
process the expected rated capacity.
C.7

Hydrocarbon alarm systems (as an option)
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For commercial brochure of this OMS-1 level alarm, see Appendix C.

The OMS-1 level alarm sensor is specifically designed to detect an Oil / Water
interface in such a separator.

Picture C.7 - OMS-1 level alarm

The OMS-1 sensor indicates when the separator has to be emptied of
hydrocarbons, thus preventing them from spilling in the sewers.
The OMS-1 control unit can be fitted on a vertical wall (wall, partition, cladding,).
The mounting holes are located at the base of the enclosure and accessible by
removing the cover.
The waterproof rating is IP65. This means that the enclosure is rated as "dust tight"
and protected against water projected from a nozzle.
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C.8

Hydrocarbons and sludge alarm systems (as an option)

For commercial brochure of this SET-2000 hydrocarbon/sludge alarm, see Appendix C.

The SET-2000 hydrocarbon/sludge level alarm device is supplied with two
sensors, one showing the hydrocarbon layer (SET/DM3) and the other the level of
mud or sand that has settled between ultrasonic sensors of the SET/S2 probe.
The SET/DM3 sensor indicates when the separator has to be emptied, thus
preventing hydrocarbons from spilling in the sewers.
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Picture C.8 – SET-2000 device
The SET-2000 monitoring unit can be fitted on a vertical wall (wall, partition,
cladding,).
The mounting holes are located at the base of the enclosure and accessible by
removing the cover.
The waterproof rating is IP65. This means that the enclosure is rated as "dust tight"
and protected against water projected from a nozzle.
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Picture C.8.2 – SET-2000 device
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D.

Probes setting
D.1

Probes

The probes should be installed according to the following information:

Modèle
Hydrosep® C-90 3l/s
Hydrosep® C-90 6l/s
Hydrosep® C-90
10l/s
Hydrosep® C-90
15l/s
Hydrosep® C-90
20l/s

Probe
length
OMS
(H’’) in cm
117
157
157

Probe
length
Set/S2
(H) in cm
85
125
125

157

125

122

195

164

147

Mud level
probe length
(H’) in cm
102
128
127

H, H’ and H’’ refer to the distance between the tank lid (inner) and the probe end

H

H’’

H’

Picture E.5 - Probe setting inside a HydroSep tank

Please refer to the instruction manual of the OMS-1 and Oilset 2000 for more
information.
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D.2

Junction box

If the sensor cable must be extended or there is need for equipotential grounding,
it can be done with the cable junction box.
The cabling between the SET-2000 control unit and the junction box should be
done with a shielded twisted par instrument cable.
The cabling in picture C.8.2 can be done with a two-pair shielded twisted pair cable,
whereupon both pairs are equipped with their own shields. Make sure that the
signal wires of the cables can never be connected to each other.
The cabling in picture C.7 can be done with a two-pair shielded twisted pair cable,
whereupon both pairs are equipped with their own shields. The minimum length is
a 100 m.
If shielded cable is used, cable shields and possible access wires must be
connected to the same point in galvanic contact.
The junction box (LBJ3) enables cable extension in potentially explosive
atmosphere.
In picture C.8.2, the shield and access wires have been connected to the same
point in the galvanic contact with metallic frame of the junction box. This point can
be connected to equipotential ground thru the ground terminal. Other components
of the system that can be grounded can also be connected to the same ground
terminal.
The wire used for equipotential grounding must be min. 2.5 mm 2 mechanically
protected, the minimum cross section is 4mm2.

E.

Unloading, Unpacking & Handling
E.1

Transport

The tank is dispatched on pallet and loaded on a crane truck.
For directly lowering the tank in place (using the crane truck that delivered the
tank):
The truck must be able to safely reach the excavated hole by a road suitable for
heavy vehicle access with a width greater than or equal to 3.5 meters.
A load clearance (clear of any obstacle) of 4.5 meters high is required.
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The area surrounding the excavation must be completely cleared of materials
over a minimum width of 4 m in order to be able to lower the outriggers to
stabilise the crane truck whilst unloading the tank.

Picture D.2: Safe distance
Comment: The installer is responsible for enforcing all applicable safety
measures during every step of the installation.
Unloading the tank is usually carried out from the back of the truck. To this end,
the distance between the crane's centreline and the symmetrical centre line shall
be no more than 6 metres.
Important Note:
The preparatory work must be fully completed before the arrival of the delivery
truck.
For lowering the tank in place using a crane on site:
The area surrounding the excavation must be completely cleared of materials
over a minimum width of 2 m in order to make sure that the ground remains
stable whilst unloading the tank.
E.2


Unloading & Handling

Unfold the crane and hang the slings on the hooks.
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Picture D.3.1: Handling the C-90 tank


Use slings (with shackles), certified by an approved certification body and
adapted to the dimensions of the C-90 tank. Place the slings to form an angle
of between 60 to 90 degrees with the shackles fitted to the 4 lifting lugs of the
tank.

Picture D.3.2: Handling the C-90 tank
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Hydrosep Minimum
Volume
sling
(L)
length (m)

Lowered
directly by the
transporting
truck (m)

Sling load
Flat ground –
Lowered by
backhoe loader
(m)

Rough terrain Lowered by
backhoe loader
(m)

4 500

1,7

2,8

3,5

6,9

6 000

1,7

3,2

4

8

7 500

1,7

3,7

4,7

9,4

Tab 9-2 : Choix d’élingues adaptées

Please follow these basic safety precautions:
Never ever walk under the load.
Use a suitable crane certified by an approved certification body.
Ensure that the ground is stable prior to lowering the tank in place.
Make sure the tank is level once put in place.
Remove the slings from the hooks.

F.

Conditions on installations
F.1

Earthworks & Placement in excavation

Picture E.1.1: Earthwork
 Excavating the hole: the recommended theoretical hole dimensions to set the
tank down are given in the following table.
Type
Length X
Width Y
Height min - max
(m)
(m)
(m)
HydroSep C-90 - 6 m3

3.60

2.80

2.45 - 3.05
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 Excavate the hole and provide for a horizontal, stable, supporting surface,
free of any protruding object at the bottom of the hole prior to set the tank into
the hole.

Picture E.1.2: Lowering tank in the excavation
 Prepare a 15 - 20 cm thick sand bedding
 It is essential, in order to relieve stress and to avoid the appearance of cracks
in the bottom of the tank, to provide a stable and perfectly horizontal bedding to
support the tank. (we recommend to use a lean concrete by mixing 100 kg of
cement per cubic meter of sand as a stable bedding for the tank) and levelling
the bedding with a screed board.
 The depth of the hole is determined as follows: thickness of the sand bedding
layer + height of the tank + earth cover above the tank (max 80 cm).
 Important note: Minimum 2% slope for pipes (avoid stagnation of water in
drains).

Picture E.1.3: Depth of the excavation
F.2

Backfilling

 Backfill, up to the pipe connection using sand in order to avoid damaging the
tank by any protruding object.
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Picture E.2: Backfill
 We recommend using a lean cement and sand mixture.
 Compact very carefully (in layers of 50 cm). Poorly compacted backfill can lead
to cracks appearing on the side of the tank.
F.3

Hydraulic Connection

Particular care must be taken in order to ensure a complete stability of the
embankment zone to the right of the IN and OUT canalisations.

Picture E.3: Hydraulic coupling
If the topography does not allow you to have a constant slope, it is better to use
the existing landform and to have a slope upstream from the unit. To facilitate
influent circulation, a (2%) two per cent slope is necessary, whereas the effluent
can have a smaller slope.
F.4

Finishing

Special care must be taken in connecting the Inlet and Outlet pipes. They must be
totally secured in place in order to avoid any future strain on the pipes, which could
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be caused by differential soil settling. Ideally they should be covered with lean
cement: sand mixture of 50 kg cement/sand m³.
Prefabricated polyethylene cover risers connect the manholes to the top of the
backfill, which covers the top of the tank. The cover risers will be filled with
excavated materials or with crushed materials with a particle size distribution of
no more than 0/56mm.
The cover risers are closed using an opening and closing device. These opening
and closing devices have been designed to withstand the weight of pedestrian
traffic but can also be supplied in cast iron, in concrete or in aluminium to withstand
heavier and vehicle traffic if required.
Ground waters:
In wetland or in the presence of groundwater it may be necessary to weigh down
or to anchor the tank in order to prevent it from rising out of the soil when empty.
Backfill cover > 0.8 m:
The tank is designed to withstand a backfill loading of 80cm thick plus pedestrian
traffic. It is recommended, if these conditions cannot be complied with (inadequate
earth cover above the tank or if vehicles of more than 3.5 tonnes might pass over
the tank), to lay a concrete topping slab.
Vehicle circulation:

Picture E.4: Finishing with concrete slab
Should vehicles circulate on the surface, you must plan for a steady-state sand
embankment and a reinforced concrete slab above the tank; this slab will lay on
the steady-state sand (or even better on the natural ground) and will be equipped
with adequate manholes.
The redistribution slab will be the object of a study from Structure / Civil Engineer,
taking into account the layout of the lot and theoretical tonnage of the vehicles that
will be circulating above the unit.
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F.5

Ventilation

It is essential, in order to dissipate the dangerous accumulation of hydrocarbon
gases and to vent any foul-smelling gases generated by decaying raw materials
trapped in the mud separator, to properly vent the Hydrosep® C-90.
It is therefore desirable to fit an 80mm vent to the Hydrosep® C-90 and to install
it at a sufficient height to avoid potential odour nuisances.
The vent pipe would go from the second compartment and run through the first
compartment and up to a sufficiently high point to expose the top of the vent to the
prevailing winds in order to diffuse the heavy gases. Restrict the changes of
direction of the piping and their bend radius to a maximum of 45 degrees.
Place a cap on top of the vent to avoid any accidental blockages.

G. Starting-Up
An Accredited Installer must carry out commissioning of the Your HydroSep® C90 Oil / Water separator. The different stages involve the following:


Check the position of the valve closure member and lift it if necessary.



Check that water flows freely between the compartments.



After completing the excavation and the bedding to set the tank and
installing the unit in compliance with the instructions given, your HydroSep®
unit shall be filled with clear water.



Whilst filling with water the valve closure member must be in the lift up
position. The unit is filled up with water until water comes out through the
outlet.



Once the tank is filled up with water, manually check that the valve float
works properly. Check that it moves freely in its housing and that it remains
in the high position, once released.
Your HydroSep® C-90 Oil / Water separator is now in operation!



H.

Extracting the Sludge and the Hydrocarbons

The mud separator, which is the compartment located upstream of the separator
chamber, is designed to trap the heavy material (muds). It is therefore necessary
to periodically extract the mud trapped in the mud separator, which is carried out
at a frequency depending on the rate at which the mud fills the separator.
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Extracting the mud is carried out as soon as the level of settled muds reaches 2/3
of the volume use for sedimentation.
In the separator chamber of the Hydrosep® C-90, a calibrated float valve
automatically closes the outlet pipe when the maximum capacity of hydrocarbons
is reached. It is necessary, once this level of hydrocarbon has been reached, to
empty the tank.
Extracting the sludge and of the hydrocarbons must be carried out by an
Accredited Contractor. The Contractor must use the proper equipment and
proceed with proper care to empty the Hydrosep® C-90.
The Contractor must be made aware of the recommendations made and that apply
to his operation in the Owner's Manual:









I.

Shut and by-pass the Hydrosep® C-90,
Extract the layer of hydrocarbons floating on top of the mud separator,
Completely empty the mud separator,
Clean the mud separator,
Empty the separator chamber,
Clean the separator chamber,
Inspect the facility.
Top it up with clear water.

Collecting Effluent Samples

Samples can be easily collected from an inspection chamber placed downstream
of the Hydrosep® C-90, where a accessory has to be provided for this purpose.
The sampling is typically carried out by the technician in charge of maintenance
using a one-litre sampling bottle specially designed for this purpose.

J.

Procedures in case of Malfunction

Alarms (optional) can be use to indicate that the Hydrosep® C-90 is full of mud or
of hydrocarbons.
It is highly recommended to fit a hydrocarbon level sensor in the separator
chamber in order to indicate when to empty the separator. This sensor would avoid
the discharge of hydrocarbons in the sewers.
In case of malfunction, please contact our Service & Maintenance Department in
order that we can assess the problem.
To contact us, please call 04 99 017 006.
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K.

Servicing
K.1

Servicing, a Highly Recommended Practice

Each Hydrosep® C-90 is identified by a reference number on its ID (Identity) card,
which lists all of its components in detail.
The Hydrosep® C-90 identity card is delivered with the unit. Eloy Water Australia
asks that the Accredited Installer ticks the checkboxes and returns the completed
documents back to Eloy Water Australia.
Immediately upon receiving a Hydrosep® C-90 Identity Card, Eloy Water enters all
the data in its servers.
Eloy Water has designed this Hydrosep® with a particular emphasis on the need
to keep maintenance quick and easy.
To take full advantage of this feature, it was essential for manholes to be
accessible at all times in order to be able to reach the different compartments of
the Hydrosep®.
The technicians when servicing a Hydrosep® C-90 carry out the following
operations:
 Logs the date when last serviced.
 Checks the leak tightness of the pipe connections.
 Checks the internal components (filter, valve closure member).
 Checks the mud and hydrocarbon levels.
 Inspects the flow outlet system (float valve, coalescer filter unit).
 Checks if the hydrocarbon level-sensing device works properly (option).
K.2

Service Report Sheet

The unit can be monitored over the years using a Service & Maintenance Report
completed by the Accredited Technician.
It's compulsory to fill the following data:
 Plant Model.
 Serial Number.
 Start-up Date.
 Date of the Service & Maintenance Operation.
 Appearance of the Effluent.
 Desludging.
 Signature.
 Eventually, if conducted: Laboratory Report.
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L.

Warranty and Service Life
L.1

Warranty

Eloy Water Australia guarantees that provided that the HydroSep® C-90 unit is
installed and use in compliance with the instructions given in this Manual, that it
shall meet the requirements specified in the relevant Australian/New Zealand
Standards in effect.
This warranty is valid provided that the unit:
 Has been correctly installed, connected and commissioned,
 Is being used properly,
 Is regularly serviced by an Approved Technician.
A 10-year guarantee covers the concrete shell provided that the installation,
outflow and final use requirements have been complied with.
A 2-year guarantee covers the electromechanical components of the unit when
used under normal operating conditions and provided they have been properly
installed.
L.2

Service Life

Eloy Water Australia guarantees a service life of at least 30 years, provided the
installation of the Hydrosep® C-90 complies with the instructions in the Owner's
Manual.

M. Safety Information
M.1

Ten Golden Rules

Rule 1:
Prior to any service or repair action, please make sure that the
contractor in charge of your HydroSep® C-90 unit is an Accredited Installer,
certified and trained by Eloy Water Australia.
Rule 2:
Make sure the unit is monitored and inspected regularly. A service
contract is compulsory and is a part of the warranty.
Rule 3:
Eloy Water Australia cannot guarantee the performance of the
HydroSep® unit if the unit is not properly connected to piping.
Rule 4:
Proper sludge management is necessary in order that the unit can
perform satisfactorily and produce a high quality effluent over the long term.
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Rule 5:
Please read Workplace Health and Safety Procedures outlined in the
Owner's Manual. Please make sure that anyone carrying out a service or repair
action on your HydroSep® C-90 Unit is fully aware of these procedures.
Rule 6:
Should you encounter any problem, please do not hesitate to contact
Eloy Water’s Service & Maintenance Department to talk to a Technician over the
phone by calling 04 99 017 006.
Rule 7:

M.2

Make sure that the site is accessible.

Safety Protective Clothing

Maintenance personnel are required to wear protective clothing appropriate to the
tasks being undertaken.

This may include:








Protecting opened manholes with manhole guards (rigid, expanding
barrier);
Wearing protective footwear is compulsory for workers handling heavy
components and where dropping these components could seriously cause
injury to a worker's feet;
Wearing safety gloves shall be mandatory for workers handling sharp,
cutting, piercing, irritating, burning or rough materials, tools or objects;
Wearing safety glasses shall be mandatory for workers exposed to the
hazard of dangerous substances splashing, to particles generated during
cutting and grinding operations or exposed to harmful radiation during
welding or oxy-cutting operations;
Wearing appropriate face masks shall be mandatory when the ambient air
contains dust, or noxious and hazardous substances;
Wearing hearing protectors is required when using or exposed to loud
tools and machinery.
M.3

Safety Rules and Safety Hazards

MECHANICAL
HAZARDS

We recommend paying special attention when near electro-mechanical devices
which often run on an automatic on/off cycle.
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Make sure that manholes, manhole opening and closing devices and gratings are
only open long enough to complete the required service or repair actions. They
must be closed immediately after completing the service or repair action.
Precautionary measures must be taken to make it impossible for any machine to
be accidentally turned on whilst personnel are carrying out a service or repair
action.

GAS HAZARDS

Some gases can cause a feeling of sickness or of suffocation. It is forbidden for
a person to enter an enclosed tank containing or that has contained
hydrocarbon or contaminated water, or to enter a confined space by himself.
In any event, the tank must be vented before anyone enters the tank. A watch
person must be present on site - and outside the confined space - for the entire
duration of the service or repair action to pull the operator out should he suddenly
feel unwell and to raise the alarm. The watch person may not enter the confined
space under any circumstances.

POTENTIALLY EXPLOSIVE
ATMOSPHERE

The storage of hydrocarbons is a potential fire and explosion hazard. All no
smoking signs posted near an oil/water separator must be clearly displayed and
imperatively complied with.
In case of emergency or for exceptionally carrying out a short-duration service or
repair action in a hydrocarbon contaminated atmosphere, a filter cartridge
respirator suitable for the contaminant and applications involved shall be worn.

RISK OF ELECTRIC
SHOCKS
Operating and carrying out service or repair actions on electrical equipment,
including making alterations to such equipment shall only be assigned to properly
trained and approved personnel.
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M.4

In Case of Accident

In case of accident, please call immediately:
FIREMEN
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

:
:

000
000

WARNING!
Always clearly state your name, the location of the accident,
the type and seriousness of the accident and the number of victims.
NEVER HANG UP FIRST!
understood your message!

Make

sure

that

your

correspondent

has

In case of an accident that requires immediate medical attention, call relevant
emergency services as soon as possible.
M.5

General Safety Guidelines

PROTECT the injured person(s):




Assess the situation and remove hazard (without risking yourself or any
other person);
In case of electrocution, identify the hazard or downed power lines and
make sure to cut the power off;
Decide on a strategy for looking after the injured person(s).

CALL FOR ASSISTANCE:


Inform relevant emergency services as soon as possible - seek medical
advice from a doctor or ambulance service immediately.

DESCRIBE the situation:



The number and the condition of the injured person(s): asphyxia, burns,
cuts, broken bones, possible internal or spinal damage due to fall, serious
lacerations sudden illness, etc.;
Where the injured person(s) are located.

ATTEND to the injured person(s):






Administer first aid as necessary, following basic casualty care practices,
(avoid contact with blood or other body fluids by using protective gloves)
and make them as comfortable as possible;
Do not move the victim(s) unless it is absolutely necessary;
Explain what has happened to the victim(s);
Cover the victim(s);
Do not give them anything to drink or to eat;
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Do not apply a tourniquet in the first instance; apply direct pressure to the
wound with a pad, clean cloth or finger until a sterile dressing is available.
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M.6

General Safety Guidelines

FALL:




It is imperative to avoid any movement of the affected area to prevent
worsening of the injury, and also to facilitate the healing process;
The victim may remain where he has fallen: do not move him, keep him
warm, explain what happened;
Only remove/isolate the injured person(s) from the incident site if in danger,
taking care to avoid any movement of the spine.

BURNS:


Generally: Hold burnt area under cold running water for 20 minutes, for
scalds and for thermal, chemical, bitumen or electrical burns.

WARNING:





DO NOT apply lotions, ointment or fat to burns;
DO NOT touch injured areas or burst any blisters;
DO NOT remove anything sticking to the burn;
Manage patient for SHOCK if burn is large or deep.

SEEK Medical Advice if:





Burn is deep, even if patient does not feel any pain;
A superficial burn is larger than a 20-cent piece;
The burn involves airway, face, hands or genitals;
You are unsure of the severity of the burn.

ELECTROCUTION:












Check for danger to yourself and bystanders;
Switch off power before trying to help the patient;
Be careful in wet areas such as near the water treatment plant and
bathrooms, as water conducts electricity;
Seek medical aid for potential cardiac arrhythmias;
Remove the patient from the electrical supply without directly touching
them;
Use a non-conductive, dry material, e.g. dry wooden broom handle;
Apply DRSABCD to the patient;
Remain at least 6 meters from any cable;
Do not attempt to remove the cable;
Do not go near a vehicle or try to remove a person from a vehicle being
touched by a high voltage cable;
Advise the patient not to move and make him comfortable;

ASPHYXIA:
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In case of suffocation by gases remove the victim as soon as possible to
fresh air;
Loosen the clothing surrounding the neck of every affected person;
If breathing gets restored give sips of cold water;
If breathing does not restore then start artificial respiration.

OPEN WOUNDS:


Superficial:
o Wear gloves, if possible, to prevent infection;
o Wash the affected area;
o Apply a thin layer of an anti-infective ointment to the skin around the
cut and secure with a dressing.



Severe:
o Wear gloves, if possible, to prevent infection;
o Apply direct pressure over wound;
o Squeeze the wound edges together if possible;
o If possible elevate the bleeding part above the level of the heart to
slow the flow of blood;
o Apply a pad over the wound if not already in place;
o Secure with bandage - ensure pad remains over wound;
o If bleeding is still not controlled, leave initial pad in place and apply a
second pad - secure with bandage;
o If bleeding continues, replace second pad and bandage.

CHEMICAL SPLASH IN THE EYE:








Flush your eye with water. Use clean, lukewarm tap water for at least 20
minutes, and use whichever of these approaches is quickest:
o Get into the shower and aim a gentle stream of lukewarm water on
the forehead over the affected eye;
o Or, aim the stream on the bridge of the nose if both eyes are affected;
o Or, put your head down and turn it to the side. Then hold your
affected eye open under a gently running tap of water;
Flush the eye to remove contact lenses. Do not try to remove them with
hands unless they don’t come out;
Do not place a bandage over the eye;
Wash your hands with soap and water. Thoroughly rinse your hands to be
sure no chemical or soap is left on them. Your first goal is to get the chemical
off the surface of your eye, but then you need to make sure to remove the
chemical from your hands;
Seek medical advice.

PENETRATING EYE INJURY:




Lay patient on back;
DO NOT attempt to remove object from the eye(s);
Place pads around the object or foam cup over it;
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Bandage in place;
Call Triple Zero (000) for an ambulance;
DO NOT give any food or drink;
Seek medical advice.
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Appendix A:
Commercial brochure
Of

HydroSep® C-90
6 m3 - 6 l/s
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Appendix B:

Technical Layout Drawing
Of

HydroSep® C-90
6 m3 - 6 l/s
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Appendix C:

Commercial brochure
Of

Hydrocarbon & Sludge
Alarm systems
OMS-1 & SET-2000
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